
How does the late Great-Aunt Edna’s influence on Addie shape the story and the choices 
she makes? Do you see her influence as a positive or a negative one? 

Would you describe Ethan and Addie’s first meeting as romantic? Was it sparks at first 
sight, or a sparring match? 

Addie’s got the house, she’s got the Pie-Cycle, and the money she needs to potentially 
fund her future bakery, so why is it so important to her that she finds Mr. Right? 

Ethan takes eavesdropping to a professional level when it comes to Addie. Do you think 
he’s being invasive or simply taking advantage of proximity? 

When Ethan learns that Addie’s been reading tea leaves to sift through her suitors, he’s 
stunned. Would you have been as skeptical as he was about Addie’s method of finding 
The One?

The clusters of leaves and symbols Addie sees at the bottom of her teacup are ever-
changing with each new man she meets. Do you think the leaves are truly shaping her 
views, or is her heart/gut impacting her vision right from the start?  

In the book, Ethan describes the town of Kendal as wacky but wonderful. A place where 
cats walk on leashes and pies are delivered by bicycle. What are your thoughts on the 
town and its inhabitants? Too weird and wacky for your tastes, or just the right amount
of quirkiness? 

Do you think Ethan and Addie would have met in a bigger city? 

Was Addie too judgemental when she caught Tyler kissing another woman in public? 
Why/why not?

What do you think was the turning point for Ethan and Addie? Why did she finally give 
him his second chance after rejecting so many other hopeful bachelors?
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